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The article attempts to consider the topical issues of modern pedagogy: interactive forms and methods of optimizing the process of teaching a foreign language for special purposes in the context of higher engineering education, and peculiarities of distance and blended learning of a foreign language through the use of advanced information and communication technologies.

Based on the analysis of the most recent research works in the field of innovations in teaching foreign languages, it is concluded that one of the most important directions is the introduction of modern information and communication technologies into the educational process, in particular technologies related to mobile learning, providing optimization of the educational process, accessibility and efficiency of learning, and students' integration into the information society. The author emphasizes that in the English-language methodological literature the designation of such a model of using electronic devices as "connected learning" is widely spread; defines the basic principles of "connected learning"; provides key advantages (intensification of independent activity, individualization of learning, increase of cognitive activity and motivation of learning, acquisition of skills and abilities, the formation and development of which on the basis of traditional teaching tools seems to be quite laborious) and disadvantages of active involvement of smartphones in the educational process (excessive emphasis on the technological filling of the educational process does not contribute to the development of logical and effective learning, reinforces students' inclination to use conventional patterns in their thinking process, and even strengthens the habit of clip perception of reality, which is typical for the generation that grew up in the period of wide availability of the Internet and social networks).

The article concludes that the practical application of mobile applications has a huge potential in improving the efficiency of the process of learning a foreign language for special purposes and can significantly improve the process of foreign language training of engineering students, open its new sides and turn it from a serious time-consuming process into an exciting activity, but it is necessary to carefully calibrate and integrate new mobile technologies into the educational process, and teachers should be properly prepared for the effective use of mobile technologies.
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Problem statement. At the present time, the modern paradigm of higher engineering education involves the effective organization of the educational process in order to form both key universal and general professional and job-related competencies. In the era of intensive development of information technologies, society requires future specialists to have the skills and abilities required for self-dependent knowledge acquisition and its application in practice to effectively solve various problems, collect and analyze facts, making generalizations and grounded conclusions [3, p. 257], a future engineering specialist should be communicative, to work collaboratively in different professional situations, to find a way out of conflict situations; to think critically and creatively, finding ways to solve arising problems using modern information technologies; to work independently to improve their own cultural level in order to take it successfully. The development of the above-mentioned skills and cognitive skills of future specialists in the educational process is currently due to the technology of active learning methods.

Foreign language education is currently becoming one of the basic components in the structure of the competence model of professional training. By using a foreign language a highly qualified engineering specialist can solve a variety of professional tasks, including the following: preparation of reporting and marketing materials, oral presentation of a product or service, negotiating with foreign investors, communicating with non-specialists-foreigners regarding his/her professional activities; carrying on a professional conversation with meaningful use of foreign language terminology; orientation in the basic patterns of corporate relations in foreign companies; use of normative documents of foreign partners; preparation of corporate documents for interaction with foreign partners. In this regard, the role of foreign language in the context of higher engineering education, where the foreign language course is communicative-pragmatic and professionally oriented, is significantly increasing. Nowadays, for engineering universities in particular, the challenge is not only to modernize the content of training courses, but also to implement new technologies for the development of foreign-language communicative competence of future engineering specialists.

These days, the basic indicator for selecting learning tools is the achievement of the final levels of foreign language proficiency, developed by the Council of Europe and representing an effective Europe-wide system of information exchange [4, p.11]. "Language learning activities should become a fascinating, meaningful activity and a real linguistic creativity. Only in this case the student will turn from a learning person into a learner, will gain autonomy and desire to develop himself/herself in accordance with the new educational standards" [1, p. 21–22].

Literature review. Analysis of the latest research in the area of innovations when teaching foreign languages has shown that one of the topical trends is the introduction into the educational process of modern information and communication technologies, in particular technologies related to mobile learning, providing optimization of the learning process, accessibility and efficiency of learning, integration of students into the information society. This is expressed, in particular, in the gradual introduction of applications for cell phones based on various platforms into the learning process.

Mobile learning today is a new and developing trend in higher education, characterized by the creation of a new learning environment. Due to the widespread use and
popularity of mobile technologies and the increasing functionality of mobile devices, UNESCO experts in the educational sphere suggest using their potential to improve the quality and accessibility of education, as well as to build individual learning paths [7].

The theory and practice of using mobile devices and mobile educational resources are actively discussed at scientific conferences and forums. Since 2002 a number of conferences and seminars have been held annually in Europe and the USA to discuss the use of mobile learning technologies or resources. Since 2002 the International Conference "MLearnCon" on the problems of mobile technology integration in education, creation and use of learning mobile content has been held. [9]. The International Conference of Mobile Learning (held since 2005) is a forum for the discussion of research and achievements in the field of mobile learning [8].

The findings of the project "Mobile Technologies in Life-long Learning: Best Practices" have been of interest. This project provides research on the effects of mobile technologies on improving access to education, regardless of social and economic status, age, gender, religion, ethnicity, physical disability [8]. In Europe and the United States there are periodicals devoted to the issues of mobile learning, in particular, the International Journal of Mobile and Blended Learning (since 2009) and the International Journal of Mobile Learning and Organization (since 2007). There are a number of large foreign projects aimed at creating a new virtual learning environment using mobile technologies.

The purpose of the article is to reveal the concept and outline the principles of «connected learning», to analyze various methods of mobile learning in teaching foreign language for professional purposes to students at a higher engineering educational institution.

The statement of the main material.
Many scientists and teachers believe that the future of information and computer-assisted learning is precisely due to the spread of mobile communications, the emergence of numerous educational applications and programs, new technologies expanding the possibilities and quality of education.

The application of tablet computers, smartphones, cell phones, iPads, iPhones and other technological innovations in educational purposes has led to the development of the concept of e-Learning (Electronic learning) in a new direction - mobile learning a foreign language (M-Learning).

In the English-language methodological literature, it is common to refer to this model of using electronic devices as "connected learning. The authors of the collective studies "Connected Learning: an Agenda for Research and Design" and "Teaching in the Connected Learning Classroom" emphasize that nowadays various media can serve as building blocks for creating unique personalized products, including educational ones (5, p. 6). A new approach to learning, called "connected learning," promotes "broadened access to the training process that is socially embedded, engaged-driven, and focused on educational, economic, or political opportunities. "Connected learning" is realized when the learner (the authors write about schoolchildren, mostly adolescents, emphasizing that their proposed approach can be extended to any age group [6, p. 8]) is able to consider personal interests and has the opportunity to connect his/her interests with academic achievement, career success, and social obligations [6, p. 4].

"Connected learning" is designed to fill the gap between learning inside and outside the educational institution, to overcome the generation gap, and to address the inequalities arising from the increasing individualization of learning. Proponents of the new approach to learning are relying on digital technologies, including communication tools, to solve these problems. However, in contrast to many approaches to the educational process, "connected learning" is not limited to the application of certain technologies. Researchers emphasize that we are talking about a new system of values and priorities.

The key principles of "connected learning", according to the proponents of this approach, should be considered "equity, social connection, as well as participation", [3, p. 9], and the main advantage is flexibility. The authors of the collective study "Teaching in the Connected Learning Classroom" emphasize that the teacher in modern conditions is a designer of the learning "ecosystem", and its most important features should be adaptability, the ability to consider the interests of each student, quick response to significant events of regional, national and global importance.

It is therefore clear that active involvement of the smartphones in the training process has a number of advantages. First, social networks and messengers are now a more natural environment for young people to communicate. Using these forms of communication in the educational process allows us to overcome the gap between
modern technological entertainment and ways of communication, on the one hand, and traditional forms of conducting classes, on the other. Broadcasting educational material to students' smartphones enables it to be included in the educational process in more familiar and convenient forms for students. As a result, students are no longer distracted by their phones, as the phones become a full-fledged part of the class. Secondly, in contrast to the usual demonstration of educational material on the screen (blackboard), its distribution to students' smartphones allows not only to show certain resources, but, most importantly, provides an opportunity for each student to interact with educational resources in one way or another.

In fact, the use of a smartphone as a personal ("second") screen is the same important step toward independence in mastering the learning material as the transition from a teacher's monologue to a dialogue between the teacher and/or students in class. Presentations certainly facilitate learning, but they do not provide the experience of interacting with that material in the learning process itself. Third, sending teaching and learning materials directly to students' smartphones allows them to be stored in the natural environment that gadgets are for most students, without additional steps (such as copying presentations to memory cards). Popular messaging apps have special functionality based on which images, documents, links, etc., obtained in group chat or individual correspondence, are saved in special sections and students can easily access them when needed. Fourthly, the application of messengers makes it possible to promptly notify students about changes in the educational process, important events in the educational institution and/or the city where students live. In our opinion, the most convenient technologies are instant messaging in the format of group (open or closed) chats through special applications - messengers. In this way, the principles of "connected learning" are implemented both during classes and, importantly, outside.

Today there are a number of services, including popular social networks, that provide this functionality. First, of course, these are the well-known "Telegram" and "Facebook. Telegram differs from other similar applications in its ability to create bots and channels. A bot is a program designed for answering a user's questions, searching for information, and giving advice. A channel is a chat room sending messages to an unlimited number of users subscribed to it. As a rule, students, united by common goals and objectives in the learning process, create a closed group to exchange information about assignments, current events, getting support from fellow students and the instructor. The teacher, in turn, guided by the principles of "connected learning" (equality, social relationships and participation), can motivate the creation of such a group, become its participant, create a situation of continuous learning of foreign language, teach students the skills of independent work with educational and methodical materials, using the technical capabilities of smartphones and the application itself.

Such practice has already been the subject of scientific consideration. For example, in their article [5] a group of Spanish researchers, using the example of the WhatsApp application among students of the Seville University (Spain), notes that the creation of group chats devoted to the discipline with the participation of the teacher and students can improve the interaction of students among themselves, as well as with the teacher and increase their level of involvement in the learning process. The researchers recommend adhering to certain rules when working in a WhatsApp group, which are necessary to maintain safety and show respect to all participants of the chat room. It is also pointed out that the convenience of this communication format, easy handling, accessibility and applicability are positively accepted by students who are used to being part of various groups in social networks.

The task of a foreign language teacher is to show the students the positivity of the training process and the success of each of them in that process. In natural communicative process, speech is not an end in itself. That is why in Internet communication forms of communication are not enclosed in the frameworks of a certain language system: it is possible to use emoticons, memes, pictures, expressions from different languages. All of this, in varying degrees of course, reduces psychological barriers to communication in the foreign language, which is especially important at the elementary level.

Communicating on the Internet involves bringing to automaticity the graphic skills that are necessary for an individual's presence in any Internet community. Students gradually memorize and reproduce the graphic image of a word. When communicating in an online community, especially one created for academic purposes, correcting communication mistakes is a particular problem. It is well known that responding to mistakes of students learning a foreign language can be achieved in two basic ways. The choosing
of strategy depends on the goals and objectives of a particular task.

If the main goal is to practice a particular lexico-grammatical model, mistakes should be corrected as soon as they are made to prevent them from becoming fixed in speech. If the task involves the development of communicative skills, you should not interrupt the speaker even if he or she makes mistakes. In this case, as a rule, mistakes are fixed and discussed after the student has spoken.

As the main tasks of communication in a Telegram group are lowering psychological barriers and relatively free communication in a foreign language, the teacher, in our opinion, should not correct the participants, but should demonstrate correct speech patterns, repeating as much as possible the vocabulary and grammatical constructions that have been already used by the participants of the "conversation". To do this, you can use screenshots of the necessary parts of the dialogue. At the elementary level of learning a foreign language the teacher should participate in a natural conversation without changing the constructions, and later gradually introduce students to synonymous vocabulary and grammatical constructions. The teacher needs to motivate students to communicate in a foreign language and show students their success in this communicative process. Being successful is first and foremost about being understood. The teacher can give hints, help to express a thought correctly first as a fully fledged participant of communication (and not as a mentor explaining grammar in class). It is also worth emphasizing that emoticons, memes, and pictures can also be commented on and thereby demonstrate speech patterns reflecting their meaning.

When communicating in a Telegram group, students often use online translators to formulate a statement in a foreign language. This unavoidably leads to mistakes. The techniques described above will be effective in this case as well. Making screenshots of students' replicas and demonstrating speech samples, the teacher should explain to the students how to use dictionaries and online translators, how to choose the correct meaning of a word, tell them which dictionaries and online translators to use, why they have quite a few erroneous translation solutions.

Chatting is always in the nature of a conversation, an exchange of information. Using messengers, the teacher can implement educational and general developmental goals and objectives, offering students new information of cultural and general country character: photos or pictures with small comments, texts, links. Students enjoy discussing the topics that are interesting to them, encouraging them to use the foreign language in communication.

Of course, the use of messengers cannot replace academic classroom communication with a teacher, work with a textbook, and the usage of traditional methodological materials. Communication in online groups plays the role of an accompanying methodological technique, but, as the experience has shown, the technique is very effective.

One of its main disadvantages is time-consuming for the teacher, but with skillful and rational use it allows you to take into consideration the interests of each student, softly develop students' skills of independent work with educational materials of various kinds, analyze and systematize students' mistakes, offer students more information of regional, national character than the program framework allows, motivate students to continue studying a foreign language.

The development of modern technologies, the growth of digitalization of human life-activity and, as a consequence, increasing the volume of various information on the Internet have led to the fact that numerous audio and video materials relating to the teaching of English for special purposes have appeared on various kinds of specialized Internet resources. At the same time, it is possible to point out the wide availability of authentic English-language materials for teachers to use in the teaching process. Over the past two decades, the amount of online content offered as a good complement to basic textbooks has become almost limitless. Its application in English learning process improves the quality of teaching, and gives students an additional incentive to take an active part in classroom and out-of-class assignments, because in parallel with learning a foreign language proper, students enrich their communication skills in professional environment, focusing on the best examples from foreign engineering universities. Reading the articles written by native speakers, listening to audio and video recordings from the English-speaking environment are additional sources for the listeners' motivation, allowing them to immerse themselves in the environment of the language being studied and to feel the foreign cultural specificity. In this context, a careful selection of concrete supplementary audio-visual material and its correspondence to the determined programs and the level of the listeners' language training are of particular importance. Only under
In the foreseeable future, in this regard, it is not replaced by any modern technology or messengers. However, it is obviously the foreign language nature of the new technologies in teaching a foreign language, helping to increase the methodological coverage of the studied topics, especially those related to specialized topics [2, p.104].

At the same time, a number of disadvantages of over-reliance on new technologies in the educational process should not be ignored. At present, technological solutions allow only to a limited extent to replace or supplement the functions that have traditionally been performed by the foreign language teacher. So far we can speak only about the auxiliary functions of the new technologies in teaching a foreign language at an engineering university. Undoubtedly, they are increasingly entering the educational process and, if used appropriately, make it much more efficient and productive. However, it is obviously the foreign language teacher's role remains central and cannot be replaced by any modern technology or messengers in the foreseeable future. In this regard, it is necessary to note that sometimes excessive enthusiasm for the effects of modern technology is not beneficial to teaching foreign language. First of all, it is advisable to carefully calibrate and integrate them into the learning process, and teachers should be appropriately prepared to effectively use the new functionality.

The review of new technological solutions and practices of their application in teaching English for special purposes to engineering students carried out within the framework of this article allows us to conclude that for effective application of advanced technologies in the educational process the right balance between traditional teaching methods, which proved to be justified over a long period of time, and the use of modern technological solutions should be achieved. Breaking this balance in favor of excessive, methodologically unjustified computerization of the educational process in the context of foreign language teaching is fraught with complete chaotization and, as a consequence, a deterioration in the quality of students' foreign language training, which was further confirmed in the course of distance learning.

The necessity of the sharp transition to the remote type of interaction with students in 2021-2022 academic years has shown the importance of careful, methodologically verified implementation of new teaching tools in the foreign language teaching at an engineering higher educational institution.

It is important to understand that the tools offered by the new technologies are only supportive of the classical approaches to teaching students and cannot replace them in any way. At the same time, the competent and proper application of modern technological solutions really does increase the quality of students' foreign language education. The realization of these opportunities, however, is not realizable without an appropriate level of computer literacy of the teaching staff at universities.

**Conclusion and further research prospects.** From our point of view, the practical application of mobile applications has a huge potential to increase the effectiveness of the process of foreign language learning in the context of higher technical education and can significantly improve the process of foreign language training of students, open up its new aspects and transform from a serious time-consuming process into an exciting and passionate activity.

As pedagogical practice shows, mobile technologies have significant advantages over traditional methods of learning: intensification of independent activity, individualization of training process, increasing cognitive activity and motivation of studying. At the same time, the application of mobile technologies in the learning process contributes not only to the enrichment of the foreign language educational process, but also to the acquisition by students of skills and abilities, the formation and development of which on the basis of traditional means of education is quite time-consuming.

To sum up, the use of mobile technologies in the training process in the context of higher engineering education promotes the improvement of foreign language skills and abilities of students, provides effective independent work, increases students' motivation and cognitive activity, interest in the subject, and promotes the intensification and individualization of learning process.
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